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1. Introduction 
 

 
The Delta Gauge is a tool for measuring the alignment of the punch sleeve to the tool-
pack/dies. The gauge ring fits in the tool-pack and the reading is displayed on the 
screen of a tablet computer device. The cable from the gauge ring connects to an 
interface box, which is connected to the tablet computer with a standard USB cable. 
No external power is required as the gauge is powered off the battery in the tablet 
computer. 
 
 
 

 

2. Setup 
 

 
2.1  Units 
 
The display units can be selected in either metric (microns or mm) or imperial units 
(inches or thousandths of an inch). The selection does not affect the accuracy of the 
gauge. 
 
2.2  Graph Range 
 
This setting determines the full scale range on the graphical display. The NORMAL 
setting gives a full scale of 0.005” or 0.125mm, whilst the WIDE setting gives double 
this, i.e. 0.010” or 0.250mm. Only readings within the full scale will be visible on the 
display, although the numerical reading will still be given. 
 
2.3  Target Zone 
 
This sets the size of the green target zone shown on the graphical display. Also, the 
borders around the numerical values on the display are shown in red or green 
depending on whether they exceed the target zone setting. 
 
2.4  Advanced 
 
2.4.1  Gauge Sensitivity 
 
The sensitivity of the gauge sensors to movement of the punch sleeve is set here. The 
gauge will come supplied with a default gauge sensitivity setting, which should be 
quite accurate for all types of carbide punch sleeve. However, for guaranteed 
accuracy, it should be reset using the actual punch sleeve that is being used. The 
simple procedure for resetting the gauge sensitivity is given on the screen during the 
process. Once it is reset, it should not need doing again. The exact diameter of the 
punch sleeve will not affect the gauge sensitivity, so different punch sleeves from 



within the tooling range can be used without needing to reset it. Also, different grades 
of carbide will not normally affect the gauge sensitivity very much. If the gauge 
sensitivity is set to a value that is outside the normal range of 0.160 to 0.210 then a 
warning will be given whenever the gauge is turned on. 
 
2.4.2  Database 
 
Alignment measurements can be saved into a database. The database consists of a 
series of folders on the hard drive. The software will look for the database at the 
location shown by the file path given on the Database page. The database should 
consist of folders for each can plant, within which will be folders for each line at the 
plant, within which will be folders for each bodymaker on the line. The alignment 
measurements will be saved to the bodymaker folders. The database structure can be 
setup from the Database page by typing in appropriate names for plants, lines and 
bodymakers. It is not possible to rename or to delete entries from within the Delta 
Gauge program, but this can be done by renaming or deleting the appropriate folders. 
 
2.4.3  Sensor Output 
 
The voltage output from each of the four sensors can be viewed by selecting Sensor 
Output. The sensors give an output of between 0 and 10 volts that is dependent on the 
proximity of the target material – the closer the target the lower the voltage. This 
function can be used to check that the sensors are functioning correctly or to check 
whether a cable has been damaged. 
 
 
 

 

3. Calibration 
 

 
3.1  General 
 
For best accuracy, it is recommended that a single punch sleeve is kept with the gauge 
and is used both for calibration and for making the alignment measurements. The 
reason for this is that some punch sleeves may produce measurement error, so it is 
therefore necessary to use a punch sleeve where the error is known to be negligible. 
Measurement error can be caused by the punch sleeve being magnetised, having 
uneven cross-hatching or being badly scratched. 
 
The gauge should be calibrated every day that it is used. The calibration should be 
quite stable and is unlikely to change by a significant amount over a period of a few 
days, but calibrating everyday is best practice. 
 
It is important that the step-by-step calibration procedure given on screen is followed 
correctly and that the punch sleeve and the gauge ring do not rock or tip up on the V-
block calibration fixture. The V-block should therefore be placed on a reasonably flat 
and stable surface. If the punch sleeve or gauge ring has not remained in proper 



contact with the V-block, this will produce an error in the calibration. Such an error 
will be evident at the end of the procedure, however, in which case the calibration 
should be repeated. 
 
A warning will also be given if the punch sleeve diameter is such that it is not being 
held sufficiently close to the centre of the gauge ring. (Note, the V-block has been 
designed so that a punch sleeve with a diameter that is from the middle of a typical 
tooling range will sit almost exactly central to the gauge ring). If the punch sleeve is 
not held within about 0.003” (0.075mm) of the centre of the gauge ring there is a 
possibility of some loss of accuracy. A smaller diameter punch sleeve could be used 
to lower the position and a larger diameter one to raise it. Alternatively, the plates on 
top of the V-Block calibrator can be shimmed or ground. The warning, and advice 
about what to do, is given on the page where the calibration is verified (after step 6). 
 
Following calibration, the reading obtained with the gauge ring on the V-block 
calibration fixture will not necessarily be zero in either the horizontal or vertical 
directions. This does not mean the calibration is out, but merely shows that the V-
block is not holding the punch sleeve exactly in the centre of the gauge ring. This is 
normal, although the reading should be within 0.003” (0.075mm). 
 
 
3.2  V-Block Calibration Fixture 
 
The V-block calibration fixture is made to hold a punch sleeve approximately in the 
centre of the gauge ring, but it is not necessary that they are exactly aligned. The 
amount of misalignment between the punch sleeve and the gauge ring is measured as 
part of the calibration process and is taken account of. This misalignment will depend 
on the exact diameter of the punch sleeve. Larger diameter punch sleeves will sit a 
little higher in the gauge ring than smaller diameter ones. A punch sleeve with a 
diameter that is from the middle of a typical tooling range should sit almost exactly 
central to the gauge ring. A small amount of misalignment (up to about 0.003” or 
0.075mm) is fine and will not affect the accuracy of the calibration. 
 
During the calibration, a warning will be given if the punch sleeve is not being held 
sufficiently close to the centre of the gauge ring. A smaller diameter punch sleeve 
could be used to lower the position and a larger diameter one to raise it. Alternatively, 
the plates on top of the V-Block calibrator can be shimmed or ground. 
 
 
3.3  Specific Point Calibration 
 
This is an extra step in the calibration procedure that calibrates exactly at a specific 
point on the punch sleeve. It is only required if the punch sleeve produces significant 
variation in reading as it is rotated. 
 
It is best to use a punch sleeve where the variation in reading as it is rotated is 
minimal (less than about .0002” or 0.005mm), then there is no need to use Specific 
Point Calibration. The punch can then be fitted in the bodymaker without worrying 



about the rotational position, and alignment measurements can be made without 
worrying about the exact axial position of the punch in the gauge ring. 
 
However, if such a punch sleeve cannot be found, Specific Point Calibration enables 
an accurate calibration to still be made. The punch sleeve will need to be marked, so it 
can be put in the bodymaker the same way up, and alignment measurements need to 
be made at the same location along its length.  
 
 
3.4  Calibration Procedure 
 
The step-by-step procedure is explained on the screen during the calibration. The 
main points are: 
 
Calibration is done by placing the gauge ring on the V-block calibration fixture with a 
punch sleeve. If the gauge ring is to be used in an adaptor ring (necessary for use in 
tool-packs with a diameter greater than 6 inches), then it should be calibrated after 
fitting it in the adaptor ring. The V-block calibration fixture is adaptable to take the 
gauge ring on its own or in an adaptor ring. Where required, adapter blocks are 
supplied to fit on the calibrator legs to lift the gauge ring to be concentric with the 
punch sleeve that sits on top of the calibrator. There are also adaptor plates available 
to adapt the calibrator for use with different punch sleeves (202, 204, 209, 211 or 
300), although different gauge rings are required for these different sizes. 
 
The gauge ring must be placed on the calibration fixture in the correct orientation. The 
outer circumference of the gauge ring is marked to enable correct orientation. The 
mark indicated with ‘T’ should be at the top and the other mark (just a line across the 
circumference) should be on the right side as viewed from the front. In this position 
the sensors will be sitting exactly vertical and horizontal. If the gauge ring is fitted in 
an adaptor ring, this will be marked with ‘TOP’ which should be at the top. The cut 
away for the cable should be on the right hand side. 
 
The punch sleeve should be placed on top of the V-block calibration fixture about 
midway along its length and with the punch nose end sticking through the gauge ring. 
In some cases, where the mid/top wall transition is closer to the punch nose end of the 
punch sleeve than the tapered end, the punch sleeve will not sit squarely on the 
calibrator and will tip up slightly. In such cases it will be necessary to weigh the 
punch nose end down a little, so that the punch sits squarely on its maximum outside 
diameter (the mid wall section). This can be done by fitting a weighted tool such as a 
hammer through the punch sleeve. 
 
The calibration procedure states that the punch sleeve should be rotated whilst 
calibration measurements are being made. Whilst rotating the punch sleeve it is 
important not to tip it up, but it doesn’t matter if there is a little axial movement as 
long as the main body of the punch sleeve remains within the gauge ring (i.e. the 
punch nose remains sticking through the gauge ring). Punch rotation is done to 
minimise the amount of error due to variation in reading around the circumference of 
the punch sleeve. Such variation can be caused by a magnetised punch, uneven cross-



hatching or scratches. If the variation in reading is seen to be very small (perhaps less 
than 0.0002” or 0.005mm) then it is not necessary to do this continuous rotation. 
 
A calibration reading also has to be made after the gauge ring has to be rotated 180° 
(half a turn) about the axial axis. Each sensor will therefore move to the opposite 
position. It is important that it is rotated like this and not flipped over. 
 
The calibration readings for the 2 gauge ring positions (normal position and rotated 
180°) are verified after step 6 of the calibration procedure, by checking that the 
readings (or the average readings if they vary as the punch is rotated) are in the small 
red and green circles on the display. 
 
 
 

 

4. Making Measurements 
 

 
To make an alignment measurement place the gauge ring in the tool-pack. For 
Ragsdale bodymakers with the letterbox style tool-pack where the dies are fitted into 
individual slots, the gauge ring can be placed in each slot in turn. The lid will also 
need to be closed to ensure the gauge ring is sitting properly on the wedges. The 
gauge ring can be removed using a hooked tool, but care should be taken not to pull 
directly on a sensor. 
 
For bodymakers where the tool-pack sits on two wear-bars (sometimes called rails), it 
is sufficient to take just two measurements for the tool-pack alignment - at or close to 
each end of the tool-pack. A third measurement can also be made for the stripper 
alignment (gauge ring at the end of the toolpack and the punch barred into stripper). 
 
The gauge ring should be placed in the correct orientation. The outer circumference of 
the gauge ring is marked to enable correct orientation. The mark indicated with ‘T’ 
should be at the top and the other marks (just a line across the circumference) should 
be towards the operator side and at 30 degrees to the top. In this position the sensors 
will be sitting exactly vertical and horizontal. If the gauge ring is fitted in an adaptor 
ring, this will be marked with ‘TOP’ which should be at the top. The cut away for the 
cable should be towards the operator side of the bodymaker. 
 
If the tool-pack is the angled kind rather than top loading, the gauge orientation is still 
the same, but it may be more difficult to judge the orientation. For tool-packs that are 
angled at 30 degrees, the marks on the gauge ring at 30 degrees (or the cable cut away 
if using an adaptor ring) can be used to orient the gauge correctly. 
 
The gauge ring must be sitting squarely on the wear bars. If using the gauge ring 
without an adaptor ring, it will help to push it up against the end of the tool-pack or a 
thick coolant spacer or module. Another way to ensure that it is sitting squarely is to 
sandwich the gauge ring between two coolant spacers or modules. 
 



The punch sleeve then needs to be barred or inched so that it is within the gauge ring. 
If the gauge was calibrated using Specific Point Calibration, the punch sleeve should 
have been marked when the calibration was done so that it can be positioned in 
exactly the same place within the gauge ring – both axial and radial. 
 
If Specific Point Calibration was not used, the exact position of the punch in the 
gauge ring is not so critical. It is advisable that the punch is barred to the position in 
the gauge ring that matches its position during calibration, although accurate 
measurements will still be obtained as long as the punch nose is protruding through 
the gauge ring by at least 0.5 inches or 12mm and the taper at the other end is not 
within the gauge ring. 
 
The value of the Average Sensor Reading, which is shown on the main display, is an 
indication of how close the target material (the carbide of the punch sleeve) is to the 
sensors. With no punch sleeve the value should be 10V. The value will reach a 
minimum when the sensors are adjacent to the midwall section of the punch sleeve 
and should be around 5 to 8V. Observing the value of the Average Sensor Reading is 
helpful if the position of the punch sleeve is not visible. The punch can be barred 
forward until the Average Sensor Reading reaches this minimum value. If the punch 
nose is only just in the gauge ring, the value of the Average Sensor Reading will be 
greater than the minimum value and will alert the user that the punch needs to be 
barred forward a little further. 
 
When measuring the alignment at any of the die positions, it should be ensured that 
the punch sleeve is clear of the stripper, as a misaligned stripper can deflect the punch 
sleeve. 
 
However, to measure the alignment of the stripper, the gauge ring should be placed up 
against the bolster plate or at the 3rd die position, and the punch should be barred or 
inched so that it is engaged in the stripper. The optimum stripper alignment is when 
the reading obtained is the same as for the final ironing die alignment reading. That 
way the stripper will be aligned to the punch sleeve while the can is being ironed. 
 
 
 

 

5. Saving and Loading 
 

 
Alignment measurements can be saved to a file and viewed at a future time. When 
saving a measurement the user has to select the appropriate plant, line and bodymaker 
and also select the measuring position. The measuring position can be any of the die 
positions (redraw, 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th) or ‘stripper’. 
 
When measuring the alignment at any of the die positions it should be ensured that the 
punch sleeve is clear of the stripper, as a misaligned stripper can deflect the punch 
sleeve. 
 



However, to measure the alignment of the stripper, the gauge ring should be placed up 
against the bolster plate or at the 3rd die position, and the punch should be barred or 
inched so that it is engaged in the stripper. These readings can be saved using the 
‘stripper’ setting. The optimum stripper alignment is when the reading obtained is the 
same as for the final ironing die alignment reading. That way the stripper will be 
aligned to the punch sleeve while the can is being ironed. 
 
All measurements (up to a maximum of 10) saved on a particular bodymaker on any 
given day are saved into a single file. This enables them to be viewed on a single 
graph when the saved file is loaded. The measurements from the different gauge 
positions will be shown in different colours and the numerical part of the display 
gives the time that each measurement was made. If more than 10 measurements from 
an individual bodymaker are saved on a given day, then the first 10 are saved in one 
file and the subsequent measurements are saved to another file. 
 
 
 

 

6. Maintenance 
 

 
If one or more of the sensor cables gets damaged, they can be changed on-site. The 
connector that plugs into the interface box should first be removed. The two screws 
attaching the sensor to the gauge ring will have to be removed and then the cable can 
be disconnected from the sensor. A replacement cable can be refitted. To remove the 
old cable and to fit the new one, it will probably be necessary to remove some of the 
spring pins around the circumference of the gauge ring that retain the cables within. 
These can be tapped out using an appropriate hammer and punch. Great care should 
be taken when re-inserting the pins not to rupture the cables. 
 
 
 

 

7. Recommended Spare Parts 
 

 
Gauge ring assembly 
Sensor cables (Baumer Electric, ESW 31AV0500G/X) 
Connectors (Lemo UK, FFA 1S 304 CLA C4Z Z) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

8. Trouble-shooting 
 

 
 
8.5  The software is not responding: 

 
The tablet computer may be slow to boot up and the background processing may tie 
up the Delta Gauge software up when trying to use it immediately after boot up. It is 
worth waiting a few minutes to ensure boot up has completely finished before using 
the gauge. 
 
If the software is not responding and it is not the boot up issue described above, just 
close the Delta Gauge application and open it again. 
 
 
 
8.6  Gauge gives “Connection Fault” message when everything is   

connected properly: 
 
This may occur if there has been a problem with the hardware driver. To fix it, it is 
necessary to do the following: 
 

1. Close the Delta Gauge program  
2. Ensure the interface box is connected to the computer by the USB cable  
3. Run the InstaCal program, found in ALL PROGRAMS in the 

MEASUREMENT COMPUTING folder.  
4. This program should automatically detect the data-acquisition device in the 

interface box. A pop-up box may appear asking you to add the minilab device 
to the config file. If so, just click OK. The minilab device should be listed as 
Board #0. You can then close the InstaCal progam.  

5. Try using the Delta Gauge again.  
 
The InstaCal progam creates a config file for the data-acquisition device. It shouldn’t 
need to be run every time you use the gauge, but if there is a software crash or fault it 
may need to be run again. 

 
 
 
8.7  Reading obtained after calibration is not zero: 
 
The reading obtained on the calibration fixture should be within 0.003” (0.075mm), 
but will not necessarily be zero in either the vertical or horizontal directions. This 
does not mean the calibration is out. Refer to the Calibration Section for more 
information. 

 
 
 



8.8  Not measuring correctly 
 
If for any reason it is suspected that the gauge is not measuring correctly, the output 
from each of the four sensors should be checked. To do this, select Sensor Output 
from Advanced in the Setup tab. With the gauge connected up, but with nothing in the 
gauge ring, each sensor should give an output of close to 10V. When a metal target 
such as a screw driver blade is moved in front of each sensor, its ouput should drop to 
close to zero volts. With the gauge ring on the V-block calibration fixture with a 
punch sleeve, the readings should all be similar (within about 0.5V) and be around 5 
to 8 V. 
 
If the sensor output voltages are not as indicated then there is an electrical fault. A 
possible cause could be damage to a sensor cable or cables. 


